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ON THE PULSE
Welcome to On the Pulse, an exciting month-long programme of film screenings, education events, talks and
workshops on the short film genre. We have programmed a contemporary season of the very best international
short films for young audiences as well as showcasing short films made by local young filmmakers. On the Pulse
will also illustrate the importance of short filmmaking in the development of practical skills and in the development
of sustainable and long term careers.

IN-CINEMA EVENTS
PAGES: 3-8

Cinemagic celebrates its 30th Anniversary this year and the On the Pulse season is part of a series of special
events and activities that we are producing to mark this occasion.

ON THE PULSE - FILM EDUCATION
The Cinemagic education programme is recognised for its ability to use film to engage with young people; to
stimulate discussion on social issues and to provide practical opportunities to learn new skills. In 2019 Cinemagic
will offer schools and young people the chance to take part in practical workshops and to view new and captivating
short films from around the world!

TEACHER INFORMATION
If you would like your school or class to attend any of the screenings/workshops listed (or for the classroom
specific events to come to your school) please contact schools@cinemagic.org.uk or call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

PARTICIPATING SCHOOL EVENTS
A number of the screenings in the education programme are listed as ‘participating school’ events. These are
roving events that we will bring into your school to help alleviate travel costs.

A MESSAGE OF SUPPORT
I would like to affirm the value of Cinemagic film screenings, masterclasses and film education programmes to Moving
Image Arts (MIA) candidates across all three levels of the subject, at GCSE, AS and A2. The Cinemagic Festival gives
students a unique opportunity to view a range of films that are directly relevant to the specifications’ content and learning
outcomes of MIA including strong illustrative examples of genre-specific, realist and expressionist films. In instances where
a speaker or workshop is also included in the event, it can be of even more benefit, as time is taken after the screening itself
to discuss and analyse film language and structure with the student audience. This is relevant to the online examination
unit. It is a testament to the value of Cinemagic that so many teachers bring their students to the festival each year.
CCEA Officer for Moving Image Arts

Supported by

ON THE PULSE is supported by the Department for
Communities through Northern Ireland Screen
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Room on the Broom © Orange Eyes Limited 2012

Revolting Rhymes © Magic Light Pictures Limited 2016

MY FIRST CINEMA TRIP – EARLY YEARS SCREENING
THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD & ROOM ON THE BROOM
Wed 13 March
10.30am – 11.25am
Ulster Museum
Suitable for all ages
£2.00 per pupil

Our ‘Early Years’ screenings are designed to offer opportunities for preschool and primary
school groups to enjoy watching films together.
THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD
Uwe Heidschotter and Johannes Weiland; UK and Germany; 27 mins
The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo should ever set foot in the deep dark wood. But one
wild and windy night the Gruffalo’s child disobeys her father’s warnings and ventures
out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn’t really exist . . . does he?
ROOM ON THE BROOM
Jan Lachauer and Max Lang; UK; 25 mins
The witch and her cat fly happily over forests, rivers and mountains on their
broomstick until a stormy wind blows away the witch’s hat, bow and wand. Luckily,
they are retrieved by a dog, a bird and a frog, who are all keen for a ride on the broom.
It’s a case of the more, the merrier, but the broomstick isn’t used to such a heavy load
and it’s not long before... SNAP! It breaks in two! And with a greedy dragon looking
for a snack, the witch’s animal pals better think fast.
Area of Learning: The Arts, The World Around Us, Language & Literacy
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

The Gruffalo’s Child © Orange Eyes Limited 2011

ROALD DAHL’S…
REVOLTING RHYMES
Thurs 21 March
10.30am – 11.30am
ODEON Belfast
Cert: PG
£3.00 per pupil

REVOLTING RHYMES
Jan Lachauer, Jakob Schuh and Bin-Han To; UK; 60 mins
Your favourite Nursery Rhymes retold by the master of story-telling, made complete
with an ever-so wicked Roald Dahl twist. If you thought Cinderella married the prince
and lived happily ever after, think again....Cinderella, Jack and the Beanstalk, Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood
and the Wolf and The Three Little Pigs are all featured in Roald Dahl’s Revolting
Rhymes.
Area of Learning: The Arts, The World Around Us, Language & Literacy
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

BAFTA 2019: SHORT FILM NOMINEES
AND WINNERS SHOWCASE
Wed 27 March
10.30am – 1.00pm
ODEON Belfast

What unites Paddy Considine, Peter Capaldi, Tinge Krishnan and Lynne
Ramsay? They’ve all won a short film BAFTA. See the 2019 winners and
all the nominated films in the Best Short Film and Best Short Animation
categories at this special event for students.

Cert: 15+
£3.00 per student

WALE
Barnaby Blackburn; UK; 20 mins
Can you make a fresh start in a world this rotten?
73 COWS
Alex Lockwood; UK; 15 mins
A beef farmer battles with his conscience every time
he takes his cows to slaughter. He knows he must
make a change.
I’M OK
Elizabeth Hobb; UK; 6 mins
Inspired by the life and art of artist Oskar Kokoschka,
I’M OK explores the wounds of heartbreak and
trauma.
BACHELOR 38
Angela Clarke; UK; 15 mins
An enduring love story of one man’s time in London.
MARFA
Greg McLeod & Myles McLeod; UK; 8 mins
An existential journey to a West Texan town.

ROUGHHOUSE
Jonathan Hodgson; UK; 15 mins
When three teenage friends meet a charismatic
stranger, their loyalty is torn apart with terrifying
consequences.

ROVING ‘IN-SCHOOL’ PROGRAMME

THE BLUE DOOR
Paul Taylor; UK; 9 mins
A kind and caring nurse, Clare, is opening the door to
her new job, but maybe some doors are best left shut.
THE FIELD
Sandhya Suri; UK; 19 mins
Between the cornstalks of Shahzadpur — in the realm
of the senses.

CCEA MOVING IMAGE ARTS AWARDS SHOWCASE

Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy,
Modern Languages, Environment and Society

Thurs 28 March

To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

10.30am – 1.00pm
Queen’s Film Theatre
Cert: 15+
FREE Screening

Cinemagic is delighted to be screening the winning films from the 2018 Moving Image
Arts (MIA) Awards Showcase, in partnership with CCEA and the Foyle Film Festival,
as part of the ‘On the Pulse’ programme.
After premiering at the Foyle Film Festival and the Cinemagic Festival in November
2018 this is another chance for students and teachers from across Northern Ireland
to watch the best films being produced by MIA students. This is also an opportunity
for current students to be enthused, motivated and inspired by the outstanding work
of their peers.
CCEA’s Moving Image Arts is a dynamic GCSE and A-Level subject designed to
provide students with the opportunity to explore and develop their creative potential
and digital literacy through the production of their own films and animations.
Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

AFTER DARK: B-MOVIE SHORTS
+ Genre Study: Horror
Fri 29 March
10.30am – 2.00pm
Queen’s Film Theatre
Cert: 15+
£3.00 per student

In this interactive clip-based event we will use an international programme
of new shorts as our main case study to look at how film language
constructs the conventions, narratives and themes of the horror genre.
We will also look at how these representations are influenced by their
contemporary contexts. Led by writer, teacher, script editor and story
consultant Ian Long. Ian teaches genre workshops for Euroscript. Teacher
resource notes will be supplied on the day.

ALL YOU CAN CARRY
Andrew Rose; UK; 11 mins
A young boy and his parents race against dawn to
escape home as the reality beyond their scavenged
life finally catches up with them.

ANIMAL
Jules Janaud and Fabrice Le Nézet; France; 16 mins
In a near future, Jawak lives alone with a strange
animal he takes care of. At night, haunted by a serious
accident from his childhood, he plans his vengeance…

THE RESTRICTOR
Jade Hærem Aksnes; Norway; 15 mins
Happiness is scarce, and must be monitored.
Each citizen is given a monthly ration of liquid joy,
intravenously - excessive use is punished. When the
authorities introduce the ultimate punishment, the
restrictor Albert faces an impossible choice.

BITE
Jack Pirie; UK; 5 mins
Rejected from yet another audition, a young woman
heads back to her rehearsal space to practice. In the
dim light, she sees a terrifying sight in the mirror, and
an inner battle for her life begins.

ALL THESE CREATURES
Charles Williams; Australia; 14 mins
An adolescent boy attempts to untangle his
memories of a mysterious infestation, the unravelling
of his father, and the little creatures inside us all.
EVIE
Miranda Howard-Williams; UK; 8 mins
Will Arlo’s birthday present make all his dreams come
true?
DEARLY DEPARTED
Elise Martin; UK; 13 mins
In a house full of spirits, Vera must learn to balance
her relationship with both the living and the dead as
she discovers what she truly desires in life and love.

BALIKO
Chris Chung; UK; 20 mins
A once renowned photographer journeys deep into
the mountains in search of a mystical beast never
photographed before.
CERULIA
Sofia Carrillo; Mexico; 13 mins
Cerulia returns to her childhood home to find that it
is haunted by her memories.
Area of Learning: : The Arts, Language and Literacy,
Modern Languages, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

ROVING ‘IN-SCHOOL’
PROGRAMME
WE COME TO YOU!
PAGES: 9-16

AROUND THE WORLD IN 60 MINUTES!

SHORTS FOR SHORTIES

Pre- School Shorts Programme

Primary School Shorts Programme

Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/
Time)

Cinemagic will be offering Pre-Schools the chance to get involved in the festival
experience! We will be touring with a special programme of new short films
designed to entertain & educate young children.

Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/Time)

Participating
Preschool (We Come
to You!)

Cinemagic plan to turn each participating preschool into a mini cinema for the day.
Not only will we provide young children with a fun- filled and safe environment
to interact but we will introduce them to the wonder of film and television. Each
preschool will be provided with projection screens so the young audience can view
brand new animations.

Duration 45 mins,
£2.00 per pupil,
Suitable for all ages

Around the World in 60 Minutes – A collection of new animated short films from
around the world designed to entertain young children. Join us as we discover
vibrant new worlds, surprising characters, breath-taking landscapes and unknown
traditions. Either in English or with no dialogue.

SHEEP
Julia Ocker; Germany; 4 mins
The lamb hops from one risky adventure to the next.
The flock would never take that risk!

SLOTH
Julia Ocker; Germany; 4 mins
A slow groove just may be the answer when your
energy is low.

FREEZING SCARF
Kolja Saksida; Slovenia; 3 mins
A man tries to grab his scarf off the clothes stand, but
it slithers away like a snake!

NAUGHTY TOY CAR
Kolja Saksida; Slovenia; 3 mins
On a rainy day a man decides to tidy his house but
disaster strikes when he steps on a toy car.

ICE DREAM
Julie Fournier; France; 4 mins
A penguin living in an oceanarium dreams of
becoming an ice cream seller.

THE GOATS
Alexandra Sholudko; Russia; 3 mins
Hungry goats on a speeding train try to eat the leaves
on passing trees.

FLY
Julia Ocker; Germany; 4 mins
Three frogs are fighting over a tasty fly. But there is
something the fly can teach them.

Area of Learning: The Arts, The World Around Us,
Language & Literacy

BADABOO – THE BOAT TRIP
Glenn D’Hondt and Karim Rhellam; Belgium; 7 mins
Bada, Dada and Boo go on an adventure together!
Playing together, they use their imagination to find a
solution to every problem.
FLAMINGO
Julia Ocker; Germany; 4 mins
A feisty little piggy decides to join two beautiful
flamingos for a fancy tea party.
WOLFIE THE BUNNY
Galen Fott; USA; 8 mins
The Bunny family has adopted a wolf son, and
daughter Dot is the only one who thinks Wolfie can
-and might - eat them all up!

To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

Participating School (We
Come to You!)
Duration 60 mins, £2.00
per pupil, Suitable for
ages: 4+

Especially curated by Cinemagic, this is a collection of new short
animations designed to appeal to young children. They express colourful,
exciting and easy to follow stories, either in English or with no dialogue.
This roving programme will see Cinemagic facilitators bring mobile
cinema equipment into your school to screen the shorts.

SAM’S DREAM
Nölwenn Roberts; France; 7 mins
On a sunny spring morning, a small mouse decides to
make his dream come true, quite a crazy dream: flying
with swallows.
A TIGER WITH NO STRIPES
Raul Morales Reyes; France & Switzerland; 9 mins
A little tiger decides to take a long journey in search
of his stripes.
6.1
Sergei Ryabov; Russia; 3 mins
A Girl and Cat are playing checkers. The cat loses
over and over. But when a train goes into a tunnel,
surprising things happen.
BELLY FLOP
Jeremy Collins and Kelly Dillon; South Africa; 5 mins
Persistence pays off when an unashamed young girl
learning to dive is unperturbed by a talented diver
who steals the spotlight.
MIRIAM BY THE LAKE
Riho Unt and Sergei Kibus; Estonia; 5 mins
Miriam and her family head to the lake to go camping.
Naturally, the chicken is along as well! While all of
them are slumbering peacefully after a wonderful day
of nature, with swims in the lake and grilled sausages,
the restless chicken makes the acquaintance of
spooky night creatures.
MATILDA
Irene Iborra and Eduard Puertas; France; 7 mins
Matilda can’t get to sleep and starts playing with
her bedside lamp until the lightbulb finally burns
out. She finds herself plunged into darkness! She
soon overcomes her fear and, using her torch, starts
exploring her room in this new light, and discovers all
the magic of the night.

COUCOULEURS
Oana Lacroix; Switzerland; 7 mins
In a large forest where single-coloured birds live,
everyone has found their place in a tree that looks
like them. But what happens when a bird has two
colours?
CYCLE
Sophie Olga de Jong and Sytske Kok; The Netherlands;
2 mins
When a young girl is taught to ride a bike by her
grandfather she discovers that true adventure begins
where the road ends.
TO & KYO
Tsuneo Goda; Japan; 4 mins
Two little creatures chase each other around the
busy streets of Toyko as they re-enact a game that
has lasted hundreds of years.
LOST & FOUND
Andrew Goldsmith and Bradley Slabe; Australia; 8 mins
A clumsy crochet dinosaur must unravel itself to save
the love of its life.
Area of Learning: The Arts, The World Around Us,
Language & Literacy
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

JURY’S OUT! 12+
Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/Time)
Participating School (We
Come to You!)

ANIMATED ANTICS 12+

The ‘Jury’s Out 12+!’ programme is available to screen in schools
throughout March. The package offers a range of new and exciting
short films from around the world! The Festival Team will be leading a
‘Film Review’ session before the screening.

Duration 120 mins, £3.00
per student, Suitable for
ages 12+

GIANT
Johanna Bentz; Germany; 15 mins
Young Ola is shocked to meet a Giant washing himself
in the bay!

THE BICYCLE THIEF
Stewart Alexander and Kerry Skinner; UK; 8 mins
The charming story of a young girl’s quest to get her
stolen bike back.

LOSER LEAVES TOWN
Mark Nickelsburg; USA; 12 mins
Jose, an eleven-year-old luchador, uses his vivid
imagination to make it through the toughest weekend
of his life.

DOCTOR OF MONSTER
Gustavo Teixeira; Brazil; 11 mins
Dudu must face his fears if he’s to become a doctor
of monsters.

Participating School (We
Come to You!)
Duration 120 mins, £3.00
per student, Suitable for
ages 12+

POSSUM
Dave Whitehead; New Zealand; 16 mins
Two brothers hatch a plan to head into the woods and
hunt for a notorious possum named Scar.

THE LITTLE FISH AND THE CROCODILE
Stefanie Plattner; Congo and Germany; 16 mins
A fable from the rainforest in the Odzala National
Park in the Republic of Congo told by the children of
the Sanza Mobimba Kindergarden.

Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/Time)

BEYOND HORIZONS
Stefan Wink; UK; 12 mins
A striking tale of magical realism that lures the viewer
into an experience of childhood wonder, mystery and
horror.
Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy,
Modern Languages, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

This is a great practical opportunity for schools to watch and review an
international short film package of world animations before selecting
a winner. The Cinemagic programming team will be on hand to share
reviewing tips and guiding students in what to look out for when
critiquing the shorts.

R.I.S.E. PATHFINDER
Chloé Dumoulin, Clémentine Dudreuilh, Gabriel
Sepulchre, Alexandre Fruitet and Mégane Nousse; France;
9 mins
In the 70’s, a science team has created a robot named
Pathfinder. Its mission is to calculate the distance
between the Earth and the end of the Universe.
BERNARD
Anna Oparkowska; Poland; 6 mins
A story about loneliness set in a severe winter
landscape.
MICE: A SMALL STORY
Jade Baillargeault, Nazli Doale, Dimitri James, Quang
Daniel La, Morgane Lau, Mélanie Pango and Manon
Pringault; France; 5 mins
In a dark subway tunnel, a group of mice find a gold
ring-pull that seems to have a mysterious effect on
one of them.
ETERNITY
Anastasia Melikhova; Russia; 3 mins
Abstractions transform into nature. Through that, a
new world is born.
A GONG
Zozo Jhen, Tena Galovic, Marine Varguy, Yen-Chen Liu,
Ellis Ka-yin Chan; France; 6 mins
A journey of a 7-year-old boy’s acceptance of his
grandpa’s death in a traditional Taiwanese funeral.
BIRDLIME
Evan Derushie; Canada; 10 mins
A portrait of the exotic bird-trade industry.
FLOWING THROUGH WONDER
Joanna Lurie; France; 14 mins
“It’s time!” Time for villagers to embark the seas for
the funeral procession.

DEPARTURE
Aoife Doyle; Ireland; 9 mins
An Irish grandmother’s unexpected departure from
her lonely life.
THE GREEN BIRD
Pierre Perveyrie, Maximilian Bougeois, Marine Goalard,
Irina Nguyen-Duke and Quentin Dubois; France; 7 mins
A green bird lays its first egg. It will do everything to
make it hatch.
HYBRIDS
Florian Brauch, Kim Tailhades, Matthieu Pujol, Yohan
Thireau and Romain Thirion; France; 6 mins
When marine wildlife has to adapt to the pollution
surrounding it, the rules of survival change.
THE LIGHTHOUSE
Quentin Arrius, Damien Contreras, Alan Fra, Daurélia
Gazel, Laura Gerlier, Ola Ierardi; France; 7 mins
A boat gets lost during a quarrel between a mermaid
and a lighthouse keeper.
Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy,
Modern Languages, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

JURY’S OUT! 15+
Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/Time)
Participating School (We
Come to You!)

ANIMATED ANTICS 15+

The ‘Jury’s Out 15+!’ programme is available to screen in schools
throughout March. The package offers a range of new and exciting
short films from the UK and Ireland! The Festival Team will be leading a
‘Film Review’ session before the screening.

Duration 140 mins, £3.00
per student, Suitable for
ages 15+

GIRL
Lowri Roberts; UK; 5 mins
A young migrant struggles to find the help she needs.
BOAT
Louise Stern; UK; 23 mins
A young deaf girl comes to live on a boat owned by a
big talker.
DODGY DAVE
Charlotte Regan; UK; 8 mins
An east-end drug dealer has to take his son to work
and spends the day struggling to connect with him.
SASHA OF THE SEA
Sammy Nutt; Northern Ireland; 12 mins
Growing up along the rugged coastline of Northern
Ireland, all young Sasha wants is to spend her days on
the water. However her love of the sea is tested when
her father goes missing.

Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/Time)
Participating School (We
Come to You!)
Duration 90 mins, £3.00
per student, Suitable for
ages 15+

INSIDE OUT
Russell Davidson; UK; 18 mins
Feeling alone at Christmas, a young girl in care
convinces her key worker to take her on an
unauthorised visit to see her estranged mother....
PUSHING BUTTONS
Home Project Student Collaboration; UK; 9 mins
Set entirely in an apartment block elevator, a
sympathetic Porter gains an insight into the eclectic
and complicated lives of its residents.
WHAT HAPPENED TO EVIE
Kate Cheeseman; UK; 11 mins
A girl’s fractured memories distort the truth of an
assault in this multi-layered thriller.
Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy,
Modern Languages, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk
or call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

This selection of international short films will showcase various
animated styles - from hand drawn animation, to painted animation,
2D, 3D, and stop-motion. The Cinemagic team will be on hand to
share reviewing tips and guide students in what to look out for when
critiquing the shorts.

SPACE BETWEEN STARS
Samuel W. Bradley; Canada; 10 mins
A science fiction fable which follows a group of
ethereal creatures exploring a derelict space station.
QUARANTINE
Astrid Goldsmith; UK; 13 mins
A troupe of Morris-dancing badgers try to avoid the
animal quarantine facility above their burrow.
VIA
Izzy Burton; UK; 3mins
A short animated film that tells the journey of life
through the use of epic, beautiful environments and
meaningful character animation.
SOUFFLE-COURT
Pierre-Marie Adnet, Jean-Luc Dessertaine, Guillaume
Pochez, Tristan Poulain, Vincent Rouzière and Alessandro
Vergonnier; France; 6mins
Thomas is under pressure from his father who has
high hopes for him in the upcoming Motor-cross
championships.
GOOD INTENTIONS
Anna Mantzaris; UK; 9 mins
After a woman is responsible for a hit and run, spooky
things starts to happen to her.

LIV
Sunniva Fluge Hole; UK; 4 mins
Instead of sitting around waiting for death, Liv goes
back to her roots to live out the rest of her days in
the wild.
CALDEIRA
Julie Bousquet, Estelle Hocquet and Catherine Manesse;
France; 6 mins
Inès has lived all her life in the shadow of her sister,
a brilliant volcanologist. As a challenge, she decides
to join a scientific expedition that plans to climb a
volcano.
THERMOSTAT 6
Ya Av-Ron, Marion Coudert, Mylené Cominotti and
Sixtene Dano; France; 5 mins
Diane can’t ignore the leak coming from the ceiling
above the family kitchen.
REVERIE
Philip Piaget; France; 8 mins
The story of a boy whose overwhelming grief leads
him into battle with an inescapable beast.
Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy,
Modern Languages, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

IRISH LANGUAGE SHORTS
Fri 1 – Fri 29 March
(Choose Your Date/Time)
Participating School (We
Come to You!)

A collection of new short films in Irish with English Subtitles. This
collection includes dramas, thrillers, documentaries, comedies and films
made by young people.

Duration 80 mins, £3.00
per student, Suitable for
ages 15+

WORD OF MOUTH
Ben Kavanagh; Ireland; 9 mins
In an effort to bust an underground drug ring, a
skilled Garda Detective goes undercover as an Irish
oral examiner.
GRA AGUS EAGLA
Stiurthoir Caitriona Ni Chadhain; Ireland; 16 mins
We follow Galway-based comedian Áine Gallagher
as she prepares material for her bilingual stand-up
comedy shows. This film offers fresh insight into what
it means to be an Irish speaker in modern Ireland,
and gives encouragement to future Irish speakers of
all ages.
AN MHALLACHT
Cóilín Ó Scólaí; Ireland; 17 mins
Mayo are once again in the GAA All Ireland Final:
Dr Donal Green has his loyalties tested when he
discovers that one of his comatose patients is the last
living player from the infamous cursed Mayo team
of 1951.
MAIDHM
Seán Breathnach; Ireland; 10 mins
An autistic boy’s world is thrown into chaos as he
searches for his mother.

FEADÓG
Áine Ryan; Ireland; 8 mins
Eoin absolutely loves playing his tin whistle, playing it
everywhere he goes. When the whistle goes missing
on his way home from school, his mother must come
to the rescue to help him find it.
BEIRT LE CHÉILE
Stephen Daly; Ireland; 10 mins
Tom carries his wounded brother through the
Wicklow hills to get help, but because of a child’s
game of mistaken identity, things go awry.
RÚBÁI
Louise Ni Fhiannachta; Ireland; 12 mins
As her classmates prepare for their First Holy
Communion, Rúbaí announces that she is an atheist
and refuses to participate.
Area of Learning: The Arts, Language and Literacy, Irish
Language, Environment and Society
To book please email schools@cinemagic.org.uk or
call Tel: 028 9031 1900.

